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Water and Alanine: From Puddles(32) to Ponds(49)
Abstract
The solvation of alanine is investigated, with a focus on adding a sufficient number of discrete water molecules
to determine the first solvation shell for both the nonionized (N) and zwitterionic (Z) forms to converge the
enthalpy of solvation and the enthalpy difference for the two forms of alanine. Monte Carlo sampling was
employed using the generalized effective fragment potential (EFP) method to determine the global minimum
of both conformers, with the number of EFP water molecules ranging from 32−49. A subset of sampled
geometries were optimized with second-order perturbation theory (MP2) using the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.
Single point energies were calculated at these geometries using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The
predicted 298.15 K enthalpy of solvation ranges for MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and MP2+PCM//MP2/
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The solvation of alanine is investigated, with a focus on adding a sufficient number of discrete water molecules
to determine the first solvation shell for both the nonionized (N) and zwitterionic (Z) forms to converge the
enthalpy of solvation and the enthalpy difference for the two forms of alanine. Monte Carlo sampling was
employed using the generalized effective fragment potential (EFP) method to determine the global minimum
of both conformers, with the number of EFP water molecules ranging from 32-49. A subset of sampled
geometries were optimized with second-order perturbation theory (MP2) using the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.
Single point energies were calculated at these geometries using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The
predicted 298.15 K enthalpy of solvation ranges for MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and MP2+PCM//MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
are 10.0-13.2 kcal/mol and 10.1-12.6 kcal/mol, respectively.
Introduction
Amino acid solvation is of considerable interest due to its
role in biology and biochemistry. Neutral amino acids exist
predominantly in their nonionized form (N) in the gas phase,
while in solution or in crystals alanine is observed in the
zwitterionic form (Z).1 Varying the pH can cause alanine to
exist as N, Z, anionic, or cationic species. The transition from
neutral to zwitterion has been shown to be a consequence of
the greater stabilization of the Z relative to the N species, due
to the formation of hydrogen bonding networks. The experi-
mental free energy and enthalpy for the process Z(aq) f N(aq)
are 7.3 and 10.3 kcal/mol, respectively, for glycine,2 while the
corresponding experimental values for alanine do not appear
to be available.
The Nf Z transition has been studied by systematic addition
of water molecules for glycine and alanine previously.3-5 Aikens
and Gordon used Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)6
single point energies at restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)7 geom-
etries with a 6-31++G(d,p)8 basis set, MP2//RHF/6-31++G(d,p).
The polarizable continuum model (PCM)9 was included to
model bulk solvation. These authors determined 1.8 and 6.0
kcal/mol enthalpies for the process Nf Z (∆HNfZ) using MP2//
RHF/6-31++G(d,p) and MP2+PCM//RHF/6-31++G(d,p), re-
spectively, with eight water molecules.3 Aikens and Gordon
noted that convergence had probably not been achieved at this
number of water molecules. Chuchev and BelBruno found a
6.6 and 5.2 kcal/mol enthalpy for the alanine N f Z transition
(∆HNfZ) using density functional theory (DFT/B3LYP)10 and
MP2 single points, respectively, at the DFT geometry for 10
waters.4 The authors of the present work studied alanine in the
presence of up to 32 effective fragment potential (EFP1)/DFT11
waters and found ∆HNfZ ) 11.7, 10.1, or 9.1 kcal/mol using
MP2//EFP2, MP2(EFP1/DFT), or PCM+MP2//MP2(EFP1/
DFT), respectively, with 32 waters.5
The aforementioned studies used discrete explicit solvent
models to investigate the hydrogen bonded interaction between
water molecules and the amino acid, adding a continuum
(implicit) solvent as a third layer to simulate complete solvation.
This work builds upon the previous analysis that included up
to 32 discrete water molecules and additionally explores the
importance of including a continuum description of the solvent.
The salient aspects of the 32 water calculations are included
here as a starting point for further investigation of up to 49
explicit water molecules.
Aikens and Gordon,3 Chuchev and BelBruno,4 and the
authors5 identified the Z species as the global minimum structure
with the addition of seven waters when dynamic correlation
(e.g., DFT or MP2) is included. Neither Aikens and Gordon
nor Chuchev and BelBruno obtained a converged ∆HNfZ with
discrete waters, although the latter authors, using MP2+PCM,
observed a ∆HNfZ that oscillated between 6.0 and 8.8 kcal/
mol for addition of 3-8 waters. In the previous systematic study
of up to 32 waters,5 it was found that the alanine Z global
minimum appears to be fully solvated by water, whereas the N
global minimum is only partially solvated. The Z-N enthalpy
difference fluctuates as one proceeds to 16, 24, and 32 waters.
The Boltzmann averaged MP2 ∆HNfZ predicted for 32 waters
is 12.6, 13.3, or 11.5 kcal/mol using MP2(EFP1/DFT)//EFP2,
MP2(EFP1/DFT), or PCM+MP2//MP2(EFP1/DFT), respec-
tively. However, it is not clear that convergence has been
attained at 32 water molecules. Therefore, systematic solvation
from 33-49 waters is undertaken in this study.
An important consideration when exploring solvent effects
with discrete solvent molecules is the large number of degrees
of freedom that must be sampled to locate the global and all
important low-lying minima. Monte Carlo (MC)12 simulations
are often employed to sample the configuration space. Such
simulations can be very time-consuming since one often needs
to explore millions of structures. In this work, the generalized
effective fragment potential (EFP2)13-17 method is employed
to represent the alanine molecule in various conformations and
the water molecules. Once the configuration space has been
sampled, a higher level of theory can be employed for the most
important configurations. An efficient approach is to use
quantum mechanics (QM) for the solute and a model potential
(e.g., the EFP method) for the solvent. For these QM/MM
calculations, water is described by the water-specific EFP1
method.11,18,19* Corresponding author. E-mail: mark@si.msg.chem.iastate.edu.
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Effective Fragment Potential (EFP1) and Generalized
Effective Fragment Potential (EFP2). EFP1 was designed
specifically for water and is represented by a set of one-electron
potentials that are added to the ab initio electronic Hamiltonian.
The general approach is to derive two terms that represent
Coulomb and induction (polarization) interactions and to then
fit the remainder term to some ab initio level of theory. The
Coulomb term is obtained from a Stone20 distributed multipolar
analysis, with the atom centers and the bond midpoints used as
expansion points. The induction term is obtained from a set of
distributed localized molecular orbital (LMO) polarizabilities.
Therefore, the number of bonds and lone pairs equal the number
of polarizability points. Many body effects are captured by
iterating this dipole-induced dipole term to self-consistency.
The multipoles and the polarizabilities are obtained from the
chosen ab initio level of theory. Both of these terms are
multiplied by damping (screening) expressions to account for
near-field behavior.
One version of EFP1 is based on Hartree-Fock theory and
is called EFP1/HF.18 For EFP1/HF, the remainder term includes
exchange repulsion and charge transfer. In the B3LYP10 density
functional theory version of EFP1 (EFP1/DFT),11 the remainder
term includes, in addition, short-range correlation effects. The
third version of EFP1 is based on second-order Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory (EFP1/MP2). EFP1/MP219 adds a term that
represents dispersion interactions, as well as second-order
corrections to the Coulomb and polarization terms. EFP1/HF
and EFP1/DFT have both been interfaced with several levels
of ground and excited state electronic structure theory, while
EFP1/MP2 is currently only available for solvent-solvent, not
solvent-solute, interactions and is not used in this study.
Recently, a more general version of EFP (EFP2) that is
applicable to any molecular species has been developed.13 EFP2
may be expressed in terms of five interaction energy terms
The first two terms in eq 1, the Coulomb and induction
interactions, are the same as those in EFP1. The remaining three
terms represent interactions due to exchange-repulsion (Eexrep),
dispersion (Edisp), and charge transfer (Ect). Each of the terms
in eq 1 is obtained from first principles with no empirically
fitted parameters. The exchange repulsion is derived as an
expansion in the intermolecular overlap. When this overlap
expansion is expressed in terms of frozen LMOs on each
fragment, the expansion can reliably be truncated at the quadratic
term. This term does require each EFP to carry a basis set. Since
the same basis set is used to generate the multipoles and the
molecular polarizability tensor, EFP calculations are basis set
dependent.
Dispersion interactions are often expressed by an inverse R
expansion
where the coefficients Cn may be derived from the (imaginary)
frequency dependent polarizabilities integrated over the entire
frequency range.15 The first term in the expansion, n ) 6,
corresponds to the induced dipole-induced dipole (van der
Waals) interactions. Damping of the dispersion term is formu-
lated in terms of the LMO overlap.16
The charge transfer interaction is derived using a supermol-
ecule approach, in which the occupied valence molecular orbitals
on one fragment are allowed to interact with the virtual orbitals
on another fragment.17 This interaction term leads to significant
energy lowering in ab initio calculations on ionic or highly polar
species when incomplete basis sets are employed.
Computational Methods
Gas phase results for N alanine were obtained with restricted
Hartree-Fock7 (RHF) and second-order Møller-Plesset per-
turbation theory6 (MP2) using the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.8 For
the Z structures to be local minima in the absence of discrete
water molecules, their structures must be optimized in the
presence of a continuum solvent. The PCM approach9 is used
here for this purpose. The PCM uses Van der Waals radii for
cavity generation (see www.msg.chem.iastate.edu for details).
The values used in these calculations may be found in the
GAMESS manual. The Z structures were determined using the
RHF/6-31++G(d,p) method, including the PCM continuum
(denoted RHF+PCM). The N structures were obtained using
the same combination of methods. To obtain more accurate
energies, MP2+PCM single point calculations were performed
at the RHF+PCM structures.
As discussed in the previous work,5 the focus here is on the
L-R-alanine. Optimized “gas-phase” structures are illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2 for the N and Z species, respectively. In Figure
2, several internal rotational Z structures are included. Since
the EFP model has internally frozen geometries, this is an
effective way to sample different Z arrangements. This is useful
for future reference when water molecules are added.
The Monte Carlo (MC)12 with simulated annealing (SA)21
method was used to sample the potential energy surface. It has
been demonstrated that the EFP2 method provides reliable
structures for amino acid-water clusters. Therefore, for com-
putational efficiency, the MC simulations were carried out using
the EFP2 method for both the solute and solvent. The molecular
structures used to create the EFP2 for N and Z alanine were
taken from RHF + PCM calculations. All eight forms of
L-alanine shown in Figure 1 were used in the MC simulations.
For Z alanine, an EFP2 was generated for the L-enantiomer and
the three Z rotamers shown in Figure 2. The MC/SA method
with local minimization was used to sample the configuration
space. For each global minimum found, the number of structures
sampled was on the order of 500 000-1 300 000. The number
of steps taken for each temperature was varied from 100 to
10 000. The number of steps between local optimizations was
varied from 10 to 1000. The number of fragments moved per
step was varied between one and five. The starting temperature
for the simulated annealing varied from 500 to 20 000 K, and
the final temperature was 300 K. For each alanine isomer in
the presence of a given number of waters, a minimum energy
structure was found from MC/SA simulations. Additional
higher-energy structures were selected in 0.6 kcal/mol incre-
ments. Further optimizations and Hessians (matrices of energy
second derivatives) were calculated at the EFP2 level of theory.
From this set, a minimum energy structure was found, and
additional higher-energy structures were selected in steps of 1.2
kcal/mol. Then, after visual examination of the second subset,
unique structures were optimized and verified to be potential
energy minima by diagonalizing the corresponding Hessians,
using MP2 for the alanine and EFP1/DFT for the water,
MP2(EFP1/DFT), to assess the accuracy of EFP2. Single points
including PCM+MP2 were run at the MP2(EFP1/DFT) opti-
mized geometries. All energies reported in the following sections
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have been corrected for the vibrational zero point energy. All
calculations were performed with the general atomic and
molecular electronic structure system (GAMESS),22 which is
freely available from Iowa State University. Structures were
visualized with MacMolPlot,23 a graphical interface to GAMESS.
Results
Alanine Monomer. All neutral L-alanine structures in Figure
1 were used in the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. For the Z
conformer of L-alanine, the EFP2 conformational rotamers (45°,
90° rotation of the COO- group about the C-C bond, 120°
rotation of the NH3+ group about the N-C bond) in Figure 2
were used in the MC simulations. Previous work showed that
the D-chiral analogs did not significantly alter the relative Nf
Z energy.5
Continuum Calculations. The HF+PCM/6-31++G(d,p)
continuum method predicts the Z to be lower in energy than
the N species; however, this difference is only 0.8 kcal/mol.
The importance of including electron correlation has been
demonstrated in previous studies.3-5 A MP2+PCM/6-31++G-
(d,p) single point calculation at the HF+PCM geometry predicts
the Z to be 1.8 kcal/mol lower in energy. MP2 may alter the
gradient and, consequently, the geometry as well. When discrete
waters are added to the system, the strengths of the hydrogen
bonds formed between the solvent molecules and the N and Z
isomers differ,5 and the continuum solvent may not fully cap-
ture this differential effect. However, a combined discrete +
continuum approach might result in a faster convergence of the
Z-N energy difference.
In the following subsections, the impact of increasing
the number of water molecules on the N-Z equilibrium is
examined, as are the detailed structures. The key Z and N
structures and their relative energies are shown in Figures 3-9.
A subset of these figures is discussed here. The remaining figures
are available in the Supporting Information. The ordering of
the structures in these figures is determined by the relative
energies determined by the MP2+PCM/6-31++G(d,p) calcula-
tions, since MP2+PCM is considered to be the highest level of
theory in this work.
Alanine(H2O)32, Figure 3. The previous paper on the aqueous
solvation of alanine examined the addition of up to 32 water
molecules.5 This is the starting point for the further systematic
addition of waters that is explored in this work. The lowest
energy 32-water N isomer, N32-1, does not appear to be fully
solvated. However, with 32 waters in the system, it is possible
to find structures, such as N32-4, that appear to be fully solvated,
that is, completely surrounded by water molecules. At the
highest level of theory, N32-4 is ∼15 kcal/mol above N32-1,
so the fully solvated species is clearly not the lowest-energy N
isomer. This may be due to the resistance of the nonpolar
hydrocarbon moiety to aqueous solvation. The two lowest-
energy Z isomers, Z32-1 and Z32-2, are separated by only 2
kcal/mol, and both are more fully solvated than the N species.
The two lowest-energy N isomers are 9.1 and 9.6 kcal/mol,
respectively, higher in energy than Z32-1 at the highest level
of theory.
Alanine(H2O)33, Figure 4. The global minimum on the Z
potential energy surface (Z33-1) results from an N isomer
undergoing intramolecular hydrogen transfer when optimized
with the alanine as MP2 and the water as EFP1, MP2(EFP1/
DFT)/6-31++G(d,p). This emphasizes the importance of ab
initio optimization on a subset of species sampled from the MC
simulations. The MC sampling of the zwitterion-(H2O)33
Figure 1. L-Neutral alanine conformer structures and energies (relative
to ALA 1 L) at |RHF/6-31++G(d,p)| (blue), MP2/6-31++G(d,p) (red),
{RHF+PCM/6-31++G(d,p)} (pink), and [MP2+PCM/6-31++G(d,p)//
MP2/6-31++G(d,p)] (orange) levels of theory.
Figure 2. Alanine zwitterion and the three rotamers (45°, 90° rotation
of the COO- group about the C-C bond, 120° rotation of NH3+ about
the N-C bond) used in Monte Carlo.
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potential energy surface did find similar, energetically competi-
tive (∼1-3 kcal/mol higher in energy) structures compared to
Z33-1. These structures also exhibit partial solvation, excluding
the methyl group. N33-1 is a partially solvated structure 2.0
kcal/mol higher in energy than Z33-1 at the MP2(EFP1/DFT)
optimized level of theory and 9.7 kcal/mol higher when adding
PCM in a single point calculation, MP2+PCM//MP2(EFP1/
Figure 3. Alanine and 32 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
Figure 4. Alanine and 33 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
Figure 5. Alanine and 36 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
Figure 6. Alanine and 41 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
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DFT)/6-31++G(d,p). Partially solvated clusters predominate the
low-energy N isomers. For example, N33-2 and N33-3 are 8-12
and 10-20 kcal/mol above Z33-1 with MP2 and MP2+PCM,
respectively. However, there are collections of structures,
represented by N33-4, in the energetic range of 20-30 kcal/
mol above Z33-1 that may be considered fully solvated neutral
isomers.
Alanine(H2O)36, Figure 5. In the 36-water lowest-energy N
minimum, N36-1, the methyl group is unsolvated, and the
hydrogen bonding moieties, COOH and NH2, are on the surface
of a water cluster. In N36-2, about 1 kcal/mol higher in energy
than N36-1, a water cluster forms around the methyl group with
the COOH and NH2 groups forming hydrogen bonds with the
water molecules in the cluster, primarily as surface interactions.
The Z36-1-N36-1 energy difference is ∼13.6 kcal/mol. The
PCM contributes ∼1.5 kcal/mol to this energy difference. The
addition of PCM has a large (9.4 kcal/mol) stabilizing effect
on the energy of Z36-2 relative to Z36-1 stemming from a
difference in the contribution of the hydrogen bonding pairs of
COO- and NH3+ surface areas to the PCM cavity. The higher-
energy N species N36-3 and N36-4 are both examples of mostly
solvated neutral alanine isomers that are 15-20 kcal/mol higher
in energy than the lowest energy N structure.
Alanine(H2O)41, Figure 6. In Z41-1 and Z41-2, one car-
boxylate oxygen atom participates in a surface hydrogen bond.
This surface hydrogen bond appears to be correlated with large
(>3 kcal/mol) changes in relative energies when using PCM+MP2
compared to MP2. N41-1 is 15.7 (20.0) kcal/mol higher in
energy relative to Z41-1 at the MP2 (MP2+PCM) level of
theory. In N41-1, the water forms a large ring around the methyl,
mostly solvating the alanine. Such structures typically lie ∼20
kcal/mol higher in energy that the global minimum. N41-2 is
only slightly higher in energy than N41-1 and has the alanine
adjacent to and forming hydrogen bonds with the water cluster,
with hydrogen via the COOH and NH2 groups. N41-3 and
N41-4 are both fully solvated and are 4 and 7 kcal/mol,
respectively, above N41-1. N41-3 exhibits a solvation sphere
Figure 7. Alanine and 46 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
Figure 8. Alanine and 48 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
Figure 9. Alanine and 49 waters. Structures initially from Monte Carlo
simulations, then optimized with MP2(EFP1/DFT)6-31++G(d,p). The
Z and N minima are shown with representative higher-energy structures.
Energies (kcal/mol) are relative to the Z global minimum as identified
by PCM+MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)//MP2/(EFP1/DFT water)6-31++G-
(d,p).
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around the methyl, whereas the N41-4 has an elongated water
cluster that is roughly perpendicular to the COOH and NH2
moieties.
Alanine(H2O)46, Figure 7. For 46 water molecules, the two
lowest-energy Z structures, Z46-1 and Z46-2, appear to be fully
solvated. N46-1 is the first example of a fully solvated N species
that is also the lowest-energy N isomer, ∼12 kcal/mol above
Z46-1 at the highest level of theory. The Z-N enthalpy
differences are within the expected range based on the glycine
∆HNfZ of 10.3 kcal/mol.2 The Z isomers are separated by 1.3
kcal/mol at the same level of theory. N46-1 and N46-3 appear
at first glance to be similar; however, N46-1 has more hydrogen
bonds (defined as an O-O distance less than 3 Å and an OOH
angle less than 150°). In N46-2, the alanine forms surface
hydrogen bonds with a water cluster, and similar structures are
found as the N lowest-energy minima for smaller numbers of
water molecules.
Alanine(H2O)48, Figure 8. The two lowest-energy Z struc-
tures, Z48-1 and Z48-2, differ by only 2.4 kcal/mol at the highest
level of theory and have similar, fully solvated structures. In
Z48-1 the water molecules that sit below the NH3+ group are
arranged approximately in a prism structure, while in Z48-2
these six waters are arranged in a chairlike conformation. In
both cases, Z48-1 and Z48-2, these six waters appear to be the
beginning of a second solvent shell. Z48-1 is 10.5 kcal/mol
lower in energy than N48-1, the N global minimum, at the
highest level of theory. All of the N isomers presented in Figure
8 are fully solvated. With 48 water molecules present, partially
solvated structures have become less common in the MC simula-
tions. The N alanine isomers 1L and 2L (Figure 1) predominate in
the lower-energy structures.
Alanine(H2O)49, Figure 9. The two lowest 49-water Z species,
Z49-1 and Z49-2, differ in energy by 3.3 kcal/mol at the highest
level of theory, MP2+PCM. The structures show an expanded
region of water molecules around the methyl group. It appears that
the water is now truly beginning to form a second solvation sphere.
Z49-1 is 11.5 kcal/mol lower in energy than N49-1. Most low-
energy N structures are fully solvated, although there are still
populations of separated alanine and water clusters exhibited by
N49-2, which are∼15-20 kcal/mol higher in energy than Z49-1.
N49-3 and N49-4 represent higher-energy solvated isomers.
Summary
Table 1 presents a summary of the Z-N 0 K enthalpy
differences discussed in the previous subsections, as well as
the temperature corrected enthalpies at 298.15 K. The zero point
vibrational corrections and the temperature corrections were
obtained using the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor ap-
proximations. All of the enthalpy differences presented in Table
1 oscillate as the number of water molecules is increased,
especially for n ) 32 until n ) 46. From n ) 46 to n ) 49,
these oscillations are much smaller, ranging from ∼10 to ∼12.5
kcal/mol. This is in the range of the anticipated enthalpy
difference for alanine. The temperature corrections to 298 K
have little impact on the computed values. The point at which
the two alanine species, Z and N, appear to become fully
solvated is not the same. Starting from 42 water molecules, the
global Z minimum appears to be fully solvated, while this point
only occurs at 46 water molecules for the N global minimum.
Boltzmann Averaging. Boltzmann averaged energies were
calculated for each water cluster using the Boltzmann equation
where Xi is the calculated property (e.g., the energy) of the ith
structure, corrected with zero point vibrational energy. The
structures used in the Boltzmann averages are the fully optimized
geometries that are obtained following each Monte Carlo
simulation. ∆Ei is calculated by taking the difference between
the energy of the ith structure and the energy of the lowest-
energy structure for a given n; T ) 273 K. Xn is the Boltzmann
averaged value of X for all unique structures determined by
MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) optimizations for a given
number (n) of waters. Boltzmann averaged Z-N energies are
presented in Table 2. These enthalpies do not change from those
reported in Table 1 by more than 1 kcal/mol.
Correlation Energy and Continuum Solvation. Table 3
presents the effects of correlation energy and continuum
TABLE 1: 0 and 298.15 K Enthalpy of N-Z Transition with MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) Optimization and MP2+PCM//
MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) Levels of Theorya
0 K enthalpy 298.15 K enthalpy
MP2(EFP1/DFT)b MP2+PCM// MP2(EFP1/DFT)b MP2(EFP1/DFT)b MP2+PCM// MP2(EFP1/DFT)b
(H2O)n Z-N Z-N Z-N Z-N
32 10.1 9.1 12.2 13.1
33 2.0 9.7 6.1 13.8
34 11.7 15.6 11.6 16.2
35 6.0 8.5 4.7 7.3
36 12.1 13.6 11.1 12.6
37 7.0 3.6 6.9 3.5
38 12.3 13.2 12.4 13.3
39 6.0 10.6 6.0 10.5
40 10.7 11.4 11.5 12.0
41 15.7 20.0 15.4 19.6
42 5.8 6.8 5.9 6.9
43 10.8 8.8 9.8 8.5
44 15.7 8.1 15.4 7.8
45 5.4 6.9 5.2 6.8
46 13.1 12.1 13.2 12.3
47 10.1 12.6 10.0 12.6
48 12.2 10.5 11.8 10.1
49 12.2 11.6 12.5 11.9
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solvation on the Z-N 0 K enthalpy differences. The correlation
energy contribution is determined by subtracting the MP2(EFP1/
DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) enthalpy from the RHF(EFP1/DFT)/6-
31++G(d,p) enthalpy. The continuum energy contribution is
determined by subtracting the MP2+PCM//MP2(EFP1/-
DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) enthalpy from the MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-
31++G(d,p) enthalpy. The Boltzmann averaged estimates of
the correlation and continuum corrections are very similar to
those obtained from the simple differences between the respec-
tive global minima. The two corrections oscillate somewhat
as the number of water molecules present increases. The
oscillations in the correlation corrections are smaller than those
due to the continuum corrections. Once n ) 46, the latter
oscillations decrease as well. In this range, both corrections are
∼2 kcal/mol or less. The N global minimum is fully solvated
by the addition of 46 waters, and alanine does not significantly
contribute to the electrostatic stabilization of the PCM cavity.
This may be part of the reason why the PCM oscillations with
46 or more water molecules are smaller. The approach to
complete solvation appears to be neither monotonic nor linear.
In addition, as the number of water molecules is increased,
the complexity of determining the global minimum increases,
the exploration of millions of configurations notwithstanding.
Both of these factors very likely contribute to the oscillations
seen in Tables 1-3.
Conclusions
The solvation of alanine by water and the alanine enthalpy
change for the Nf Z isomerization (∆HNfZ) have been studied
by systematically adding 32-49 waters. At approximately 42
waters, the Z alanine-water complex becomes consistently fully
solvated. Starting at 45 waters, the solvent structure varies
predominately in the placement of a few surface water mol-
ecules. Therefore, 41-45 waters may be thought of as the first
solvent shell. The additional waters beyond this are relatively
free to move on the outside of the shell, beginning a second
solvation shell. Fully solvated N alanine arrangements appear
at 32 waters, but these structures are significantly higher in
energy than the N minimum. At about 42 water molecules, fully
solvated N alanine structures begin to be energetically competi-
tive with the partially solvated global N minimum. At 46 waters,
both the Z and N global minima are fully solvated. This also
begins the stabilization of the ∆HNfZ.
Initial studies5 of alanine solvated by PCM alone yield a
∆HNfZ of 1.8 kcal/mol, which is in qualitative, but not
quantitative, agreement with the anticipated experimental value.
PCM does not significantly change the relative Z-N energies
for water structures which completely solvate the alanine
molecule. Upon the addition of 46 waters, both the N global
minimum and Z global minimum are fully solvated. The
contributions from PCM are then small, ∼2 kcal/mol. The
correlation contributions to the 0 K enthalpies are smaller than
the continuum solvent contributions. Correlation energy may
affect the identification of global minima for a given number
of water molecules (e.g., n ) 44). Therefore, correlation energy
corrections must be included for a complete description of
the ∆HNfZ.
It should be noted that Hartree-Fock energy recovers most
of the ∆HNfZ. The correlation energy is about the same
contribution as the continuum method. It might be possible to
obtain near quantitative results for larger systems by using HF,
as long as sufficient sampling is undertaken. Thermal fluctua-
tions in the MC procedure were ignored which may lead to
overestimation of the solvation enthalpies.
The trends and the absolute Z-N enthalpy differences are
essentially the same for the 0 K and 298 K differences in the
global minima, as well as for the 0 K Boltzmann averages.
Significant oscillation in these differences is observed until about
46 water molecules, whereupon the enthalpy difference settles
down to ∼10-12 kcal/mol. The oscillations in these enthalpy
differences are ascribed to the lack of monotonic convergence
to fully solvated species for the Z and N species and to the
difficulty in determining global minima with large numbers of
water molecules. Nonetheless, the enthalpy difference appears
TABLE 2: Boltzmann Averaged 298.15 K Enthalpy of the
N-Z Rransition for MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-31++G(d,p)
Optimization and MP2+PCM//MP2(EFP1/DFT)/






















a Zero point energy corrected. b 6-31++G(d,p) ZPE corrected.












32 -0.6 -0.6 -1.0 -1.1
33 1.4 1.4 -7.7 -7.8
34 -0.1 -0.1 -3.9 -3.9
35 1.3 1.3 -2.5 -2.5
36 -1.3 -1.3 -1.5 -1.5
37 3.7 3.8 3.4 3.5
38 0.7 0.7 -0.8 -0.8
39 2.1 2.2 -4.6 -4.6
40 0.1 0.1 -0.7 -0.9
41 -2.5 -2.6 -4.2 -4.2
42 3.2 3.2 -1.0 -1.0
43 0.1 0.1 1.5 1.5
44 -2.4 -2.5 7.6 7.7
45 -1.0 -1.0 -1.5 -1.6
46 -1.7 -1.9 1.0 1.1
47 -1.3 -1.3 -2.6 -2.6
48 -0.7 -0.7 1.7 1.8
49 -0.6 -0.7 0.6 0.6
a Both non-Boltzmann averaged (i.e., Z-N global minimum 0 K
enthalpy differences) and Boltzmann averaged 0 K enthalpy
differences are presented. The correlation energy contribution is
MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) subtracted from RHF(EFP1/DFT)/
6-31++G(d,p). The continuum energy contribution is MP2+PCM//
MP2(EFP1/DFT)/6-31++G(d,p) subtracted from MP2(EFP1/DFT)/
6-31++G(d,p).
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to converge to a value that is consistent with experimental
expectations. The ∆HNfZ of glycine is 10.3 kcal/mol,2 and one
would expect alanine to have a similar value. It appears that
the alanine value is converged to within ∼2.5 kcal/mol. There
is no reason to assume ∆HNfZ converges quickly.
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